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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of real-time state
estimation in European-type four-wire low-voltage distribution
networks with advanced metering infrastructure based on power
line communication (PLC). The main drawback of this type of
infrastructure is its high latency and a sequential data sampling
process. Both factors make it difficult to obtain instantaneous
values from the smart meters in a timely and adequate manner
to estimate the real-time state of the system. This problem may
be solved in the future with the deployment of metering systems
based on other technologies such as 5G. However, PLC technology
prevails in many countries, and is not likely to be replaced in the
medium term. In the meantime, a solution is needed to provide
acceptable real-time state estimates in low voltage networks, not to
hinder the active management of these assets in the context of smart
grids. In this work, a solution is proposed that allows estimating
the state of the low voltage network with a reasonable accuracy
considering the low quality of the measurements provided by the
deployed infrastructure. The system is validated using a portion of a
real pilot network located in the north of Spain fed by a transformer
station with seven feeders.

Index Terms—Advanced metering infrastructure, power line
communication, real-time state estimation, smart meters.

NOMENCLATURE

Acronyms
AAE Average absolute error
AMI Advanced metering infrastructure
DCU Data concentrator unit
DG Distributed generation
DS Distribution system
DSO Distribution system operator
DSSE Distribution system state estimation
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DT Distribution transformer
EMS Energy management system
LAV Least absolute value estimator
LNR Largest normalized residual
LV Low voltage
LVDS Low voltage distribution system
MAE Maximum absolute error
MV Medium voltage
OD Out of date
PLC Power line communication
PF Power flow
PMU Phasor measurements unit
PS Projection statistics
PV Photovoltaic
RMSE Root mean square error
RTC Real-time clock
SCADA Supervisory control and data acquisition
SG Smart grid
SHGM Schweppe Hubber Generalized M estimator
SM Smart meter
SV State variables
SyM-WLS Synthetic measurements based WLS
TS Transformer supervisor
TSSE Transmission system state estimation
WLAV Weighted Least Absolute Value estimator
WLS Weighted least squares
Variables
dist Distance of distribution line in meters
dWF De-weighting factor
J(x) Objective function
Qf Reactive power flow
Qinj Reactive power injection
Pf Active power flow
Pinj Active power injection
R Distribution line resistance
STDs Standard deviation of the fitting process
Ti Timestamp of the instantaneous ith

Measurement
Ts Timestamp of the last instantaneous updated

TS measurement
V Voltage magnitude
X Distribution line reactance
xest
i Estimated voltage magnitude in pu or angle

in deg
xtrue
i True voltage magnitude in pu or angle in

deg
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Ys Expected delay of a smart meter
Y est
s Random estimate of the time delay of a SM

β An estimate for the median of pairwise sums
χ Chi-square statistics
L Lagrangian function
ω Weight factor
σ Standard deviation of error
θ Voltage phase angle

Vectors
c(x) Vector of virtual measurements functions
e Error vector
h(x) Vector of regular measurements functions
r Residual vector
x State vector
z Regular measurements vector
λ Vector of Lagrange multipliers for virtual

measurements
µ Vector of Lagrange multipliers for regular

measurements
Matrices
C Jacobian of virtual measurements
H Jacobian of regular measurements
Ĥ Weighted Jacobian of regular measurements

I. INTRODUCTION

A LTHOUGH TSSE is widely used since the 1970s [1],
DSSE still faces some challenges. The LVDSs are the

crucial parts of the application developments employed in SGs.
DSSE is the core of most of these sophisticated applications
in EMS. To fulfil the requirements of deploying the SG at a
large scale, the DSSE must be able to carry out two main tasks:
1) merging measurement data with various qualities to
achieve an accurate state estimate and 2) manipulate the
huge number of measurement data transmitted by meter
devices [2].

The usage of the DSSE in distribution networks has been
belated because of two factors: the first was the lack of prevalent
measurements in distribution systems and the second is the weak
requirement for active management of the distribution network.
In recent years, SMs are being installed down to the consumer
level making the network more visible and that became a strategy
followed in all countries of the European Union [3]. In the
present, for effective SG deployment, DSSE is necessary to
provide the vital information for different active and advanced
applications such as, but not limited to, real-time monitoring and
control, enabling the full capacity of DTs, voltage regulation,
feeder reconfiguration and restoration along with DG, demand
response, capacitor switching [4], [5].

Even though SMs have recently been massively deployed,
the feasibility of DSSE in LVDS is still unclear due to the
non-synchronized measurements provided by these devices.
Despite the fact that the SM has a RTC which updates its
time periodically [6], [7], the packet losses, performance de-
terioration, latency, and signal interference are examples of
the consequences of the diverse spectrum characteristics of
the crowded communications [8]. This, in turn, diminishes the
communication performance of AMI which contains a great

number of SMs, many access points, and a mesh network. This
leads to a significant time delay, especially in case of PLC, due to
the inherent sequential behavior of the communication between
the SMs and the DCU [9].

Furthermore, since synchronizing the measurements of a big
number of SMs is too costly to be applied in LVDS and may
not be taken into account by many DSOs [9], [10], SMs may be
programmed so as to send the measurements data at a specific
time once per the day for billing purpose, which reduces the
benefit of using real-time measurements of SMs [11], [12]. SM
measurements are, as a base, non-synchronized due to errors in
the adjustment of the RTC recording the time of measurements,
and due to time delay of data transmission by narrow-band
communication channels [7]. Thus, it is unfeasible to run a DSSE
algorithm based on an instantaneous snapshot of the complete
distribution network. Instead, DSSE may be executed using a
set of measurements many of which are delayed by some time
from a few seconds to several minutes.

Alternatively, using micro-PMUs, which can be installed at
the DS level, is a suggested solution to the delays introduced by
AMI. However, the deployment of such devices faces significant
barriers like the high cost of these devices and its associated
infrastructure [13]. Moreover, the use of micro-PMU in the SM
is very far from the actual situation in Europe in the short or
mid-term. Thus, it is important to deal with the problem with
the current infrastructure.

Up to now, in contrast to many articles studying the impact
of the time-delayed measurements of PMUs on the TSSE such
as [14], little work can be found in literature regarding to the us-
age DSSE based on real-time measurements of SMs. According
to [15], a WLS based DSSE is proposed utilizing a combination
of PMUs and SMs using a genetic algorithm as an optimization
method to achieve a trade-off between the economic implemen-
tation and the desired accuracy considering all SMs to have the
same error 10%; however, the authors did not take into account
the non-synchronized features of SM measurements compared
to PMUs in [14]. Also, only a 50% uncertainty was assigned to
the pseudo measurements used in [15] instead of accounting for
short-term load variation profile.

To study the impact of using pseudo measurements in case of
losing measurements of some SMs on the accuracy of DSSE in
LVDS, the paper in [16] discussed specific conditions consider-
ing the observability and accuracy based on different combina-
tion of the instantaneous measurements of voltage magnitude,
active and reactive power injection of SMs. The authors found
that the best accuracy in estimating the voltage magnitude and
angles at all nodes is achieved with the combination of these
three magnitudes. Furthermore, the accuracy decreased linearly
once losing more than one measurement until reaching the
case of unobservabilty and it deteriorated more for missing
measurements at nodes with high loads or PV systems. Neither
the non-synchronized features of SMs nor the short-term load
variation of historical pattern have been taken into account
during the study.

In [17], [18], a DSSE for low voltage networks with DG was
established and verified to check the technical feasibility of using
SM measurements in LVDS for the purpose of observability and
controllability. The DSSE uses calculated PF measurements at
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load nodes, which are considered as pseudo measurements with
25-50% accuracy alongside with real-time voltage magnitude
measurements; however, the latter measurements are treated
without considering time delay. Moreover, the simulation in [17]
is carried out on a balanced scenario and is not extended to the
case of unbalanced three-phase loads.

Connecting large number of SMs, located at consumer nodes,
with DCUs through limited PLC communication may lead to
slow update rates [19]. To take communication latency into ac-
count, the confidence of the SM measurements is reduced in pro-
portion to their time delay [10]. Practically, a snapshot estimation
is difficult in case of considering real-time SM measurements.
This enforces, DSOs to replace real-time SM measurements in
some cases by so-called pseudo-measurements, developed based
on historical SM readings with high variance, resulting in less
accurate estimations [20].

Recently, an oriented work, as in [9] and [21], is presented to
treat that issue. The first reference suggested using the idle time
of the reading cycle of DCU to feed the DSSE with real-time
SM measurements considering a trade-off between the accuracy
and executing timeliness of DSSE. However, the latter proposed
an approach to substitute the missing and the non-synchronized
measurements of SM using Kalman smoother before inserting
them to a robust DSSE able to discard the bad data of SMs.

Since this issue is still unclear, in-depth investigation is needed
to reach the optimal recognition. So, this paper is a contribution
to problems with the time-delayed measurements of SM in the
European PLC based AMI, where the proposed approach uses
a DSSE algorithm based on equality-constrained WLS in the
form of the augmented matrix method. The key contributions in
this paper are:

1) A novel time-delay emulator based on actual data obtained
from a DSO has been developed. It generates time delays
for each SM including some randomness using a Gaussian
distribution with experimental statistical basis.

2) A new set of angle constraints for phase b and c of voltage
phase angles is added in the proposed DSSE to match the
reference angles of phase b and c of the voltage angles at
the slack bus.

3) A modified PS version based DSSE, dedicated to un-
balanced three-phase 4 wire DS, is implemented based
on a real European distribution substation, in which the
performance of the proposed method is validated by com-
paring it against two other DSSE alternatives found in
literature.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the problem formulation is described. Section III ex-
plains the DSSE methodology, while Section IV introduces the
proposal. Then, a case study is presented in Section V. Finally,
in Section VI, the outcome and conclusion are summarized and
future work is suggested.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The typical SM used by European utilities is able to record
the electrical consumption at given intervals, e.g. every 15, 30 or
60 minutes. In addition to electrical consumption data, the SM
is also able to provide instantaneous measurements of voltage,

Fig. 1. A clarification for TS and SMs data access by EMS.

current, and power owing to its appealing functionality [6].
Instantaneous measurements correspond to real-time values are
more precise than recorded ones. In fact, the latter are reports
of average values through the total time interval of recording.
The PLC communication is the preferred one among many other
types in the LVDS because of its cost-effectiveness. However,
its immunity to the attenuation and noise is very weak and can
be influenced by long distance from the SM to DCU according
to [22].

It is obvious that instantaneous measurements of SM are
not synchronized and some delay arises when receiving these
measurements [4] and [23]. In order to illustrate the causes of this
delay, Fig. 1 shows the sequential transmitting and receiving of
data as a repeating cycle between the DCU and SMs considering
PLC as the communication media. The DCU typically transmits
data via 4 G wireless technology to the EMS to be used by the
DSSE algorithm.

Many factors can affect the speed of PLC communica-
tion [24], for instance, phase factor. Actually, the request for
SM readings are usually conducted in a single phase, and those
SMs connected to that phase tend to respond faster. Other factors
that may influence communication speed are the distance (line
impedance) from SM location to DCU, wiring connections and
also electromagnetic compatibility, especially in zones with a
lot of power converters (e.g. locations with a high penetration
of PV generation).

In this study, only two factors are explicitly considered: phase
factor and distance factor. Indeed, these two factors allow to
capture most of the variability of the time response. The rest (in-
cluding noise) are treated through a purely random perspective.
The two former factors are employed based on communication
delay statistics taken from a DSO company in Spain. The reading
sequence of SMs by the DCU is assumed to be arbitrary, though
other possibilities will be further investigated in a future study.

As all load/generator buses in SGs are equipped with SMs,
power injections, Pinj and Qinj , at these buses are available,
together with the voltage magnitude, V , at the secondary of
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Fig. 2. Typical layout of a European LVDS.

the DT, measured by TS. This makes the network observable.
Moreover, the level of redundancy is increased by adding the
voltage measurements from SMs alongside with active and re-
active power flow measurements (Pf , Qf ), from line supervisors
at the low voltage side of the DT. This scenario makes it feasible
to conduct DSSE downstream from the DT [10], and this is
the approach considered in the present study. Both SM and TS
instantaneous measurements are obtained through the DCU. As
shown in Fig. 1, the request is conducted sequentially, alternating
between a SM and the TS, until a cycle is completed after going
through all the SMs. According to the above, DSSE is initiated
once the system is observable, i.e. after the completion of the first
full cycle. Then, the DSSE algorithm performs a new estimation
each time a new couple of readings from a SM and TS is received
by the DCU.

According to the measuring infrastructure considered in this
study, which corresponds to a utility in the north of Spain, the
DCU is located at the MV/LV substation, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The sequential nature of the data request is an inherent problem
of the PLC technology. The casuistic here is very diverse: in
DTs with a low number of customers, all data can be obtained
in a time interval of 5 minutes; however, this time can be as high
as 60 minutes in other scenarios. In the present case study, the
time invested in making the request and receiving the data of
a single SM can vary from 21 to 141 seconds with an average
value of 45.56 seconds. The time delay for the TS measurement
is a fixed parameter set at 15 seconds.

It is worth noting that the time-delayed SM measurements
are inconsistent from the point of view of the DSSE due to
their lack of synchronization. However, each SM measurement
set (V, Pinj , Qinj) or TS measurement set (V, Pf , Qf ), include
simultaneous measurements.

III. DSSE METHODOLOGY

There are essential different features between the DS and
transmission system. Thus, the DS has a higher R/X ratio and
imbalances among phases, which lead to a higher level of
complexity in the formulation of the SE problem. Also, there are
constraints on the communication system, such as the network

bandwidth, which results in a limited rate of data exchange [20]
and low availability of real-time measurements. This makes the
use of TSSE techniques unsuitable for application to the DS [25].
The most common techniques used by distribution system state
estimators can be listed as follow [16], [26]:

1) WLS estimator.
2) LAV estimator.
3) WLAV estimator.
4) SHGM estimator.
Singh et al. [27] assessed the behaviour of WLS, WLAV and

SHGM techniques. The outcome was that the WLAV and SHGM
techniques cannot be applied directly to distribution networks
and need considerable adjustment to get coherent and accurate
results. The authors of this work concluded that WLS gives
coherent and superior performance in distribution networks. The
WLS estimator leads to a cohesive effectiveness performance
under Gaussian hypothesis for recognized noise features [16].

Here, the implementation of DSSE algorithm is based on the
WLS method. It is worth mentioning that the DSSE employed
in this study is working online utilizing the instantaneous SM
measurements and it is considered as a real-time application.
Furthermore, the neutral voltage magnitude and angle at each bus
are explicitly included in the vector of SV without any reduction,
which is similar to the approach shown by one of the DSSE
models introduced in [28]. The main adopted assumptions are:

1) An unbalanced 3-phase four wire system is considered, as
the one shown in Fig. 2.

2) The loads are three phase or single phase considering that
all measurements are recorded in a phase-to-neutral basis
and all the electrical variables are expressed in per unit
(pu).

3) Each measurement is affected by errors, which are statis-
tically independent and can be described using a Gaussian
probability distribution with zero mean and a standard
deviation related to the technical characteristics of the
measurement instrument [29].

In state estimation the general measurement model can be
represented as

z =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
z1

z2
...

zm

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
h1(x1, x2, . . . , xn)

h2(x1, x2, . . . , xn)
...

hm(x1, x2, . . . , xn)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
e1

e2
...

em

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = h(x) + e,

(1)
where z is the regular measurements vector, x is the SV which
contains the angles and magnitudes of phase and neutral voltages
w.r.t. ground, h(x) is the regular measurement functions vector
where functions are built to cope with the actual field measure-
ments, e is the error vector, m is the number of measurements
and n is the number of state variables. According to the afore-
mentioned assumptions, the covariance matrix is diagonal and
the non-zero elements are the measurement variances, i.e.

cov(e) = R = diag{σ2
1 , σ

2
2 , . . . , σ

2
m}. (2)

The estimation problem can be formulated as a Lagrangian
function to minimize the objective function in (3) subjected to
two equality constraints as in (4) and (5). Thus, the Lagrangian
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function is written as in (6) [30],

J(x) =

m∑
i=1

(zi − hi(x))
2

Rii
= [z− h(x)]TR−1[z− h(x)],

(3)

c(x) = 0, (4)

r− z+ h(x) = 0, (5)

L = J(x)− λT · c(x)− µT · (r− z+ h(x)), (6)

whereλ is the vector of Lagrange multipliers for virtual measure-
ments, c(x) represents the non-linear functions relating virtual
measurements with state variables such as those derived from
zero-injection buses and from bus current balances and µ is the
vector of Lagrange multipliers for regular measurements. r is
the residual vector, built with the differences between measured
and estimated values of regular measurements. Using a flat-start
and the Gauss–Newton’s method, the states, x, are iteratively
estimated till the specified tolerance, which in this study is set
to 10−5.

xk = xk−1 +Δxk (7)

In (7), k is the iteration number. According to the augmented
matrix approach [30], which shows a high immunity against
ill-conditioning, the WLS problem is solved as follows,⎡

⎢⎣α
−1R H 0

HT 0 CT

0 C 0

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ µ

Δx

λ

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣z− h(x)

0

−c(x)

⎤
⎥⎦ , (8)

where,
� The coefficient matrix is called the Hachtel’s matrix,
� H is the Jacobian of regular measurements,
� C is the Jacobian of virtual measurements,
� α is a scale factor used to improve the condition number

of the Hachtel’s matrix with no influence on the estimated
state (it is selected in this work as the minimum variance
of the set of regular measurement errors),

The SV, x, consists of phase-to-ground and neutral-to-ground
voltage phase angles and magnitudes at each bus, except for the
voltage angle of phase a at the LV side of the DT, which is taken
as a reference (i.e. it is considered as the slack bus). Notice that
the neutral voltage magnitude and angle at the slack bus are also
excluded from x as the DT is grounded at this point.

The set of measurements, z, and their corresponding mea-
surement functions, h(x), include phase-to-neutral voltage mag-
nitudes and per-phase active and reactive power injections for
SMs, and phase-to-neutral voltage magnitudes and per-phase
active and reactive power flows for the TS located at the line
connected to the secondary of the DT.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Estimation of Voltage Phase Angles

According to the studies shown in [31] and [32], the traditional
WLS faces a challenge to get accurate results, especially with
regard to the estimation of voltage phase angles at phases b and
c. To overcome this issue, the authors propose a modification

in constructing the equality constraints by adding a new set for
phase angle b and c as shown in (9). This formulation enables
detecting the unbalance of phase angle b and c at the slack bus
and permits the WLS algorithm to converge fast while getting
the accurate solution. Although, the method presented in [32]
achieved better results considering synchronized measurements
of SM, its performance degrades in case of non-synchronized
measurements assumption as will be discussed in Section V-D.

c(x)1θb =
B∑

bus=1

(cos θbusb − cos θbb) (9a)

c(x)2θb =
B∑

bus=1

(sin θbusb − sin θbb) (9b)

c(x)1θc =
B∑

bus=1

(cos θbusc − cos θcc) (9c)

c(x)2θc =

B∑
bus=1

(sin θbusc − sin θcc) (9d)

In (9), c(x)θb and c(x)θc are the new equality constraint
functions for phase angle b and c, respectively. B is the number
of buses within the network. θbusb and θbusc are the estimated
phase angle b and c at each bus, respectively. θbb and θcc are
constants for the default set angles of phase b and c at the slack
bus, respectively.

B. Bad Data Detection

The ability to detect bad data depends mainly on the mea-
surement set. The detection of bad data in unbalanced DSs is
usually difficult due to the low measurement redundancy and
the uncertainty of load models [33]. In general, the classic WLS
DSSE is more sensitive to measurement noise and bad data,
which may significantly affect the estimation results. In this
method, the bad data detection and identification process is con-
ducted after the estimation process. There are limited methods
in the literature oriented to detect contaminated measurements
with gross errors. The LNR test is one of them. Sometimes, the
presence of measurement interaction can take place, which is
mostly due to network topology, measurement location, and the
weight assigned to each measurement. Considering the case of
two or more interacting measurements containing conforming
errors, the LNR test may fail to identify bad data.

Mahalanobis distance method is used to detect outliers; how-
ever, it is not suited for multiple outliers found at the same time.
Certainly, as this method is based on non-robust statistics, a
masking effect can take place when facing such a situation [34].
Hat matrix, K, is a known method to detect leverage points
based on the use of diagonal elements of H by means of
K = H · (HT ·H)−1 ·HT . However, it is prone to masking
and swamping effects, as mentioned in [21]. Also, for a highly
unbalanced DS, the calculation of (HT ·H)−1 may lead to
further ill-conditioning. In contrast, the robust estimators which
utilize PS are suitable for online application and can detect
multiple outliers and leverage points. These methods reduce the
weight of bad measurements with a high residual during the
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iterative estimation process, and thus, the negative impact of
bad data on the estimation quality [34].

C. Modified Version of PS

In order to solve the inconsistent problem derived by the
latency of the measurements of SM which may be considered
as multiple bad data and since all the estimators, mentioned
in Section III have limitations in detecting multiple bad data,
a modified version of PS method [30] is implemented in the
proposed DSSE algorithm to turn the DSSE algorithm into a
robust one. PS is used in this implementation because it is robust
to leverage points and multiple outliers at the cost of an increased
computational effort.

The formula of PS for a specific measurement, i, presented
in [21], [30] and [34], is shown in (10) and (11).

PSi = maxĤp

|Ĥi
T · Ĥp|
β

for p = 1, 2, . . . ,m, (10)

β = 1.1926 · medi{medi�=p{|Ĥi
T · Ĥp + Ĥp

T · Ĥp|}},
(11)

where Ĥ = R
−1
2 ·H, which is the set of non zero row vectors

of the weighted Jacobian matrix of regular measurements and
medi represents the median of the ith data-set. After computing
PSi, the weight factor ωi for the ith measurement, is obtained
as in (12),

ωi = min

⎧⎨
⎩1,

[
χ2
v,0.975

PSi

]2
⎫⎬
⎭ , (12)

where χv,0.975 is the Chi-square statistics for the ith measure-
ment, v stands for the degrees of freedom (number of non-zero
items in the ith row in the Jacobian matrix of regular measure-
ments). wi is used only in the right side of (14) as a condition
and it is evaluated offline from the Jacobian matrix assessed at
the flat start voltage profile to save computing time [34], [35].

To account for the short-term load variation that takes place
because of OD, the measurement variances used in the proposed
DSSE algorithm were calculated based on [10] as in (13). Fur-
thermore, instead of using the wi to update the ith measurement
variance, a de-weighting factor, dWFi, is adopted in this study.
dWFi is generated according to the OD concept introduced
in [10], and it was found to be more effective to re-weight the
measurements set (Vd, Pd, Qd) of a specific SMd in the same
manner which yields better classification for the inconsistent
measurements handled by DSSE. Thus,

σ2
i,total = σ2

i,noise + σ2
i,OD (13)

dWFi,k =

{
ODi,k−1 if | ri

σi·ωi
| ≤ tp

(1 + y) · ODi,k−1 otherwise ,
(14)

where σi,noise is the standard deviation of the error of mea-
surement device and σi,noise is the standard deviation of the
error of short-term load variation for the ith measurement. ri
is the residual of the ith regular measurement, tp is a tuning
parameter which is to be specified by the users and is usually set
as 1 < tp < 3, k is the iteration number, y is a small incremental

scalar chosen so as 0 < y < 1 and ODi, in seconds, is the initial
value of de-weighting factor calculated at the first iteration as in
(15). In this study, tp and y are set to 1.5 and 0.5, respectively.
dWFi,k is updated at each iteration according to (14) and then
multiplied by the corresponding diagonal element of the original
measurement covariance matrix to form the new variance as in
(16). Finally, the updated value of R is used in (8) to reduce neg-
ative effect of the delayed measurements on estimation quality
till the convergence is achieved.

ODi,0 = Ts− Ti, (15)

Rii,k = Rii,0 · dWFi,k, (16)

where Ts is the timestamp of the last updated TS instantaneous
measurement set prior to the execution of the DSSE algorithm
and Ti is the timestamp of the instantaneous ith measurement.
Note that ODi=1 instead of zero in case of TS measurements,
to prevent canceling the effect of their associated measurement
noise variances.

D. Robustness of the Proposed Approach

As the proposed approach shares the main structure of the
classic WLS DSSE algorithm, it has the same feature of numer-
ical stability acquired by using the augmented matrix method.
However, the main problem arises from the nature of time-
delayed measurements. In the case of homogeneous measure-
ments that belong to the same timestamp, the capability of
the DSSE algorithm to converge to the global minimum is
very high; however, this capability is limited in the case of
time-delayed measurements. In the latter case, a local minimum
can be obtained due to the high sensitivity of the voltage angles
estimation to errors, for phase b and c [32]. Accordingly, this
leads to an estimation of a different combination of phase b and
c voltage angles, rather than the reference voltage phase angles.
The proposed DSSE overcomes this problem by using the phase
angle constraints introduced in IV-A.

Regarding the setting of the parameters presented in the pro-
posal, the main concern is to avoid the ill-conditioned problem
caused by the high condition number of the coefficient matrix,
while letting the proposed DSSE algorithm to converge to an
accurate feasible solution. The parameter tp controls the perfor-
mance efficiency of the proposed DSSE algorithm according to
the type of DS. If tp tends to zero, the proposed DSSE reduces to
the generalized LAV estimator; conversely, if tp tends to infinity,
the proposed DSSE becomes the classic WLS estimator. A good
choice for tp is recommended to be a value in the range between
1 and 3 [34]. Furthermore, y is considered as a fine-tuning
parameter to accelerate the process of convergence keeping into
consideration that a higher value may be used in case of lower
time-delay set-up and vice versa. It results that the better value
for y is obtained as

y =

∑m
i=1 ODi,0/m

max(ODi,0)
, (17)

employed for the set of time-delayed measurements,m, handled
by the proposed DSSE algorithm in an estimation.

During the real-time application of the proposed algorithm,
the initial guess of the state vector used to start the iterative
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Fig. 3. Layout of the European LVDS used as a test bench.

process is selected as the solution from the previous estimation,
i.e. a flat profile is only selected for the first instant. This strategy
has demonstrated an enhanced behaviour, leading to a lower
number of iterations and further improving the probability of
reaching convergence.

The proposal is considered as robust compared to the classic
WLS. This is due to its capability to converge to an acceptable
solution under a wide range of circumstances such as light and
heavy unbalanced loads in presence of a diversity of distribution
line lengths with different R/X ratios. It is worth noting that
the proposed DSSE is working in this manner as a flexible and
cost-effective tool through the PLC-AMI environment.

V. CASE STUDY

Three methods of DSSE are considered in this study for
performance comparison: the first is the classic WLS algorithm
mentioned in Section III, the second is the SyM-WLS method
introduced in [32], and finally, the third is the proposed approach
introduced in the present work. For the benefit of the reader, he
is advised to read [32] regarding SyM-WLS method.

A. Network Description

An existing realistic European LVDS, illustrated in Fig. 3,
is employed in this case study in order to test the validity
of the proposed approach. The studied distribution network is
grounded only at the low voltage (LV) side of the DT through
a resistor. As mentioned in Section II, the study is conducted
downstream from the LV side of the DT. The network consists
of 7 feeders with a total length of 1.792 km and 76 buses with
4 nodes each for phases a, b and c and neutral. Furthermore,
there are 54 single-phase SMs connected at phases a, b and c
at 18 of the 76 buses. The SMs are located at residential loads

Fig. 4. (a) Active and (b) reactive load profiles at bus 19, phase c, through a
24-hr period.

and their measurements are phase-to-neutral voltage magnitude
and active and reactive power injections. Moreover, the TS
provides the following measurements: phase-to-neutral voltage
at the LV side of the DT and per-phase active and reactive
power flow at the line connecting buses 1 and 2. The locations
of SMs, TS and zero-injection buses are depicted in Fig. 3.
For simplicity, it is assumed that there is no mutual coupling
through phases and neutral wires, which is commonly accepted
in this type of circuits. The load profiles, sampled at one second
during a 24-hour period, are taken from an Austrian project
named as ADRES-CONCEPT [36]. In order to simulate the
measurement acquisition process, the topological information
and load profiles are used by an unbalance power flow (PF)
algorithm, verified by OpenDSS [37]. Thus, the true SVs of the
network for each snapshot every second are calculated during a
24-hr period. As an example, the load profile at bus 19, phase c,
is shown in Fig. 4.

The measurements from SMs and TS are obtained from the
mentioned PF solution by adding Gaussian noise. The same set
of measurement noise is applied for all methods in order to
guarantee a fair comparison. According to [30], the standard de-
viations used to generate the noisy measurements are obtained as

σ = g · γ · FS, (18)

where FS stands for the full scale of the measurement device,
γ for its precision class and g is a number which depends on
the type of measurement. The specific values used in this case
study are addressed in Table I.
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Fig. 5. Flowchart of the DSSE process.

Fig. 6. RMSE of the estimations offered by the different algorithms; a) for
bus voltage magnitudes and, b) for bus voltage phase angles.

B. Bad Data Analysis

The main objective of this paper is to propose a model which
can deal with the problem of time-delayed measurements of
SMs. However, to highlight the effect of bad data measurements
contaminated with gross errors on the proposed PS based model,
synchronised measurements are assumed in this subsection. The
measurement set, i.e. (V, Pinj , Qinj , Pf , Qf ), is fed to the three
DSSE methods. This measurement set is obtained from the PF
solution by adding Gaussian noise to the result of this analysis.
Three measurements are intentionally altered for the purpose of
this study.

Fig. 7. RMSE of the estimations offered by the different algorithms for bus
voltage phase angles excluding the effect of the voltages at the neutral conductor.

TABLE I
MEASUREMENT NOISE PARAMETERS

The approaches of the three methods, described in Section III
and IV, are kept the same except for the one proposed in this
work. In the study presented in this section, ODi in (15) is set to
1 and applied to all the measurement set. The first two bad mea-
surements (Pinj , V ) are obtained by dividing the corresponding
actual measurements by 20 as it may happen with SM tampering.
The third bad measurement (Pf ) is obtained by multiplying the
actual measurement by 20, which tries to emulate an error in
the configuration of the scaling of a CT. The leverage point is
identified if PSi is greater than its cut-off (chi-squared) value as
in (12) [34], which is illustrated in Table II.

It is worth mentioning that in case of the classic WLS method,
the detection and identification of bad data are conducted only
after the estimation process by processing the measurement
residuals to define the LNR, [30]. The process starts by com-
paring the value of the objective function, J(x), with a pre-
defined threshold. If its value is greater than the threshold,
the presence of bad data in the measurement set is assumed.
In a second stage, the LNR is calculated to identify the bad
measurement.

In fact, the DSSE algorithm is not suitable for an online
implementation, as the calculation of the LNR is only carried
out after the execution of the estimation algorithm. Moreover, in
case of multiple bad measurements, their elimination should be
done one by one. Furthermore, the LNR may fail to identify the
bad measurement. Thus, the LNR is used directly, in this test,
to check its effectiveness to identify bad measurements in the
classic WLS and SyM WLS methods for comparison purpose.
Through this test, its threshold is set to 3.

It can be seen from Table III that the proposal can deal with
multiple bad measurements by down-weighting them resulting
in the highest residuals. Although the other two methods can
reduce the effect of bad data with a significant accuracy in
case of a corrupted voltage measurement, they fail to attain the
same behaviour with corrupted real power injection or power
flow measurements. This is understandable, given that the latter
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Fig. 8. Comparison of estimations derived from the different algorithms at a terminal bus (bus 75, phase c) using a typical load profile. (a) voltage magnitude,
and (b) voltage magnitude error.

TABLE II
DETAILS OF BAD MEASUREMENTS WITH GROSS ERRORS

aB: bus, L: line, Ph: phase.
∗In case of SyM-WLS.

TABLE III
RESPONSE OF THE DIFFERENT METHODS TO BAD MEASUREMENTS

are low redundant measurements while the former is a high
redundant measurement. Finally, the LNR only identifies a bad
measurement properly in case of SyM-WLS, while the classic
WLS misidentifies good measurements.

It is observed that the estimation results, obtained for the
three methods through the bad data analysis described in this
subsection, allow to conclude that none of the classic WLS

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THREE DSSE METHODS - TYPICAL LOAD

PROFILE

or SyM-WLS methods can match the phase angles b and c of
the reference voltage with an acceptable accuracy. Conversely,
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Fig. 9. RMSE of the estimations offered by the different algorithms; a) for
bus voltage magnitudes and, b) for bus voltage phase angles.

Fig. 10. RMSE of the estimations offered by the different algorithms for bus
voltage phase angles excluding the effect of the voltages at the neutral conductor.

the method proposed in this work can trace these angles with
reasonable precision and, at the same time, it accounts for
the three-phase unbalance regarding the voltage phase angles.
It is worth mentioning that the PS may fail in case of pres-
ence of two bad leverage measurements with opposite sign
of respective coefficients, as masking takes place. Similarly,
PS may fail if two good leverage points interacts in such a
manner that their hat coefficients are of same sign, as swamping
happens [21].

C. Delay Modelling

In order to model the real behavior of the communication
delays linked to PLC technology, field data obtained from a
pilot project conducted by the DSO in this grid is used. In
the appendix, the real delays recorded for different samples of
the SMs are represented against the distance from the SM to the
DCU. A curve fitting method using an exponential equation as

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THREE DSSE METHODS - SCALED

LOAD PROFILE

in (19a) is used to obtain the expected delay of each device, Y s.
Two different curves, s ∈ {1, 2}, are obtained: a) to account
for the case in which the injection phase at the DCU is the
same as the phase where the SM is installed, s = 1, and b)
to account for the case in which the injection is conducted at
a different phase, s = 2. The so-called delay emulator built in
this work does not directly use the delay predicted by this curve
fitting method, Ys. On the contrary, to prevent this delay from
being fully deterministic, the standard deviation, STDs, of the
fitting process is obtained according to (19b). Thus, the emulator
produces a random estimate of the time delay of each SM, Y est

s ,
considering a Gaussian distribution of mean Ys and standard
deviation STDs.

Ys = as · e(bs·dist) (19a)

STDs =

√√√√ 1

Ns

Ns∑
p=1

(TDs,p − Ys,p)2 (19b)

In (19a), as and bs are constants obtained from the curve fitting
method. Their values are shown in the appendix. dist stands
for the distance (in meters) from the SM to the DCU. The
delay estimated by the curve fitting method, Ys, is provided
by this equation in seconds. In (19b), STDs stands for the
standard deviation of the fitting method, Ns for the number
of samples and TDs,p and Ys,p for the actual (field data) and
estimated delays (according to the curve fitting method) for each
sample.

D. Simulation Results and Discussion

Through out this study, RMSE of the estimated SVs (i.e. the
magnitude and angle of phase-to-ground and neutral-to-ground
voltages), calculated as in (20), is set to be the main factor of
evaluation. To capture the overall performance, the MAE and
AAE are also considered.

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

|xest
i − xtrue

i |2, (20)

where N is the number of total nodes of the network under
study (considering phases a, b, c and neutral), xest

i is the es-
timated voltage magnitude in pu or angle in deg. and xtrue

i

is the true voltage magnitude in pu or angle in deg. obtained
from the PF solution. Note that the RMSE is calculated each
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Fig. 11. Comparison of estimations derived from the different algorithms at a terminal bus (bus 37, phase c) using a peak-load highly unbalanced load profile.
(a) voltage magnitude, and (b) voltage magnitude error.

time that the estimator produces a new output by assessing
voltage magnitudes and angles separately. On the contrary, MAE
and AAE are computed only once, separately for four value
types, i.e. phase voltage magnitude, neutral voltage magnitude,
phase voltage angle and neutral voltage angle, for the full set
of estimation instances which amounts to 1000 in this case
study.

For comparison purposes, the PF snapshot used to evaluate the
alternative three DSSE methods at each instance corresponds to
the timestamp of the last updated TS measurement received by
the algorithms. The flowchart of the DSSE process conducted
in this case study is depicted in Fig. 5. Note that Ts stands for
the timestamp of the instant in which the DSSE is launched.

1) Typical Load Profile (Scenario I): In this scenario, the
standard load profile from the data-set is used and a PF analysis
is conducted to obtain the state variables and ideal measurements
from the grid with a sample time of 1 s.

At each estimation instance, the corresponding measure-
ments, according to the output of the delay emulator and after
the addition of Gaussian noise, are fed into the three DSSE al-
gorithms under test, i.e. WLS, SyM-WLS and the proposal. The
performance of these algorithms, assessed considering the first
1000 estimation instances (which covers a time span of around
22.7 hr.) through the RMSE is shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b)
for voltage magnitude and voltage phase angle, respectively.

Fig. 12. Curve fitting functions of SM time delays and distance to the DCU.
(a) for SMs installed at the same phase used for the signal injection and, (b) for
SMs installed at phase different from the one used for the signal injection.

The other figures of merit, calculated over the said time span,
are presented in Table IV.

As it can be seen from Fig. 6(a), a significant accuracy
improvement of voltage magnitude estimation is achieved by
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the proposal compared to both classic WLS and SyM-WLS.
Furthermore, the maximum and average errors of voltage mag-
nitude, illustrated in Table IV, bear witness to this improvement.
Moreover, according to Fig. 6(a) and Table IV, SyM-WLS en-
hances the estimation accuracy of both phase and neutral voltage
magnitudes compared to classic WLS. Furthermore, during most
estimations, WLS has poor voltage magnitude estimation com-
pared to both SyM-WLS and proposal. Meanwhile, the proposal
is achieving the best performance over most estimations. Also,
according to Table IV, the maximum and average errors offered
by the proposal show the lowest values regarding both phase and
neutral voltage magnitude versus classic WLS and SyM-WLS.
This fact confirms the significant accuracy improvement of the
estimation achieved by the current proposal.

With regard to the comparison of the WLS method with the
current proposal, Fig. 6(b) highlights a significant estimation
improvement of voltage phase angles when both phase voltages
and neutral voltages are considered. On the contrary, those re-
sults are similar to the ones offered by the SyM-WLS algorithm.
It is interesting to point out that, if the phase angles of neutral
voltages are excluded from the calculation of the RMSE index, as
illustrated in Fig. 7, the current proposal clearly outperforms the
other two methods. The increase in the accuracy of the estimation
of phase angles of phase voltages is due to the proposed equality
constraints shown in (9). Notice that, according to Table IV, the
accuracy of the estimation of phase angles of neutral voltages
is also slightly improved with the current proposal. However,
significant errors can still be present in the latter case due to the
low magnitude of neutral voltages at certain buses.

In short, the new equality constraints, (9), lead to a clear
improvement of the phase angle estimation of phase voltages.
Meanwhile, the PS method is the main responsible of the im-
provement in the estimation of voltage magnitudes. In order
to assess the quality of the improvements, Fig. 8(a) shows
the phase-to-neutral voltage magnitude of the terminal bus 75
at phase c, along a set of 1000 estimations, which roughly
comprises a time span of 22.7 hours. The results from the new
proposal are compared in this figure with the ones derived from
the WLS and SyM-WLS methods and depicted together with
the true values obtained from the PF analysis and with the latest
available measurement. The zoomed window in Fig. 8(a) clearly
states that the new proposal shows the closest estimation to the
true voltage profile; this is certainly confirmed by Fig. 8(b),
which depicts the voltage estimation errors.

2) Scaled Load Profile (Scenario II): In order to test the
performance of WLS, SyM-WLS and the current proposal under
critical conditions, the scenario shown in V-D1 has been altered
to emulate a peak-load case, in which voltage drops and neutral
voltages are magnified. Thus, the active and reactive power
profiles of the loads used in V-D1 have been scaled according to

P scaled
im,o = f · P typical

im,o , (21a)

Qscaled
im,o = f ·Qtypical

im,o , (21b)

where P and Q are the real and reactive power demand, respec-
tively, im is the SM number, o is the time index and f is a scalar
which is equal to 3.5 in case of phase a, 4.5 in case of phase b
and 2 in case of phase c. These scalars are chosen to achieve a

clear unbalance of the grid, while avoiding to exceed operational
constraints.

In the same way as in the previous scenario, the RMSE for
voltage magnitudes and phase angles are depicted in Fig. 9 a
and Fig. 9 b, respectively. The rest of the figures of merit are
summarized in Table V. It can be concluded from Fig. 9 a, that
the performance quality of the proposal in estimating voltage
magnitudes is preserved. Even though the RMSE values are
higher for all the methods assessed in this work, the overall
profile is similar to the one obtained in the typical load scenario,
with the proposed method showing always the smallest values.
Moreover, the estimation of phase angles for phase and neutral
bus voltages shows again a similar performance in the new
proposal and in the SyM-WLS method, always improving the
results of the classic WLS algorithm. This achievement, which
is highlighted in Fig. 9 b, is due to the use of the new set of phase
angle constraints, (9), in the proposal, and to the use of synthetic
measurements in the SyM-WLS algorithm. The performance of
the three methods are also clearly illustrated through Table III,
which demonstrates the superiority of the new proposal.

Similarly to the case shown in V-D1, in the new scenario,
if the estimation of the phase angle of neutral voltages are
excluded from the calculation of RMSE, the superiority of the
new proposal becomes more evident. This is clearly illustrated
in Fig. 10. On the other hand, the estimation of the phase
angles of neutral voltage for the scaled load profile becomes
slightly more accurate than the ones obtained using the WLS or
SyM-WLS alternatives. The MAE and AAE shown in Table V
ensures the validity of the proposal against the classic WLS
and SyM-WLS algorithms. Although in this case the values
of MAE and AAE for voltage magnitudes are higher than the
ones obtained for the typical load scenario, the performance of
the proposal proves to be consistently superior than the other
alternatives. Admittedly, the benefit of the proposal in terms of
MEA and AAE is only marginal for the case of the estimation
of neutral voltage magnitudes and phase angles.

In order to verify the validity of the proposal in case of the
scaled load profile, Fig. 11 a depicts the estimations of the phase-
to-neutral voltage magnitude at one specific terminal bus (bus 37,
phase c) for the three alternative DSSE algorithms. For the sake
of comparison, the true value of these measurements, obtained
through PF analysis, are also represented in this figure together
with the last available measurements. The zoomed window in
Fig. 11 a, clearly points out that the current proposal outperforms
the other methods in tracking the true value of the system. The
zoomed window in Fig. 11 b confirms the proficiency of the
proposal by representing the estimation errors derived from the
different alternatives.

3) Different Set-Ups of Time-Delay: Apart from the two sce-
narios above, an additional simulation is carried out to figure
out the impact of different delay set-ups on the estimation
quality of the proposal. Thus, the proposal is evaluated by
increasing/decreasing the original delays by ±50%. This test
is conducted exclusively for the heavy loaded case (scaled load
profile) and not for the typical one, as the effect is magnified
in the former case. Based on the additional simulation, it is
observed that the performance of the proposal is almost stable
considering the higher and lower set-up of the time delays.
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Moreover, it can be noticed that, the other two methods (classic
WLS and SyM-WLS) show a random performance, in which
convergence within the specified tolerance is not guaranteed.

It is worth mentioning that the evolution of the de-weighting
process in the proposed method may rarely result in an ill-
conditioned problem, leading to divergence in a limited number
of estimations. According to the whole study, to achieve more
than 1000 successful estimation instances, less than 5 cases of
non-convergence were obtained.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper discusses the problem of real-time DSSE in
European-type four-wire LVDSs with AMI based on PLC. The
negative impact of PLC is due to its high latency and a sequential
data sampling process. This in turn, results in poor estimation
results. This work proposes a solution that allows the estimation
of the state of the low voltage network with a reasonable accuracy
considering the low quality of the measurements provided by the
deployed infrastructure.

The proposal improves the estimation accuracy and achieves
a better performance accredited by the results of two scenarios,
one corresponding to a typical load profile and the other to
a peak-load highly unbalanced case. The results validate the
proposal by demonstrating a significant improvement compared
to the classic WLS and SyM-WLS algorithms.

Further investigations are still required in order to upgrade the
estimation accuracy of the neutral voltages, in both magnitude
and phase angle. Moreover, the effect of the specific SMs reading
sequence used by the DCU and its impact on the quality of DSSE
algorithms should also be addressed in future works. Finally, a
field implementation of the proposal would be desired to test its
effectiveness in real conditions.

APPENDIX

PARAMETERS OF CURVE FITTING METHOD

The WLS method was used to fit (19a) to the experimental
results in delay modeling. It is worth mentioning that, even
though only a small part are shown in Fig. 12, around 800 real
samples were used with this aim for each curve. Most of the
samples from the same SM are similar, which strengthens the
assumption of linking the delay of each SM with features such
as its distance to DCU and its relation with the signal injection
phase.

The parameters obtained for those SMs installed at the same
phase used for the signal injection are

a1 = 24.51; b1 = 0.004498,

and the parameters obtained for the SMs installed at a different
phase are

a2 = 25.4; b2 = 0.004708.
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